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Merry Christmas
to all our friends
and neighbours in
Harold’s Cross!
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CLASS ACTION

Education chiefs have launched a process to decide who will run one of the new schools to
be opened at the former greyhound stadium, in a development which will have a huge
impact on the future generations of Harold’s Cross.
Invitations to apply have been sent to potential school
patrons for a 16-classroom temporary primary school on the
six-acre site - a secondary school process is to follow - and
a short-list of contenders is to be issued in the new year.
A key deciding factor on who will run the village’s new school
is the preferences of local parents/guardians, who are being
asked to voice support for the patron of their choice. The
extent of diversity which is currently available in the
neighbourhood is also taken into account as part of the
process.
A
website
set
up
by
the
government
(www.patronage.education.gov.ie)
provides
objective
information which allows parents/guardians to make an
informed choice about their preferred model of patronage
for their child’s education.
This replaces the former process where parental preferences
were collected based on direct engagement with prospective
patron bodies.

Caoimhín Ó hEaghra, general secretary of An Foras
Pátrúnachta, has said demand for places in gaelscoileanna in
south Dublin is “unmatched”.
A recent public meeting in Rathmines heard from many
parents/guardians who don’t have that option available to
them.
“Only three of the 21 schools in the area are gaelscoileanna
and therefore hundreds of children do not secure a place
every year,” he said.
Millward Brown research published this month also shows
78% of people believe Irish medium education should be
available to every child. Parents/guardians who agree can
register their interest on www.Gaelscoil4All.ie.
“Providing diversity and choice to parents/guardians in
Dublin 6 / Dublin 6W is essential. In our schools, everyone is
welcome and everyone is equal. We welcome all pupils
regardless of their background, religion or language of the
home,” he said.
On the other hand, Community National Schools (CNS) are
multi-denominational, publicly-accountable schools which
strive to provide high quality education for every child.
They give equal opportunities to all children in the
communities they serve. Established in 2008 to replace VECs
they are managed by the Education and Training Boards
(ETBs).
Community National Schools are part of the State’s response
to an increasing diversity in Irish society. Because of this,
there is a growing demand among parents/guardians for the
State to provide more choice of school types other than
single-denominational models.

Eileen McDermott

Nicole Tyrrell

An external independent advisory group, the New Schools
Establishment Group (NSEG), will oversee the process and it
will submit a report with recommendations to the Minister for
Education ahead of a final decision.
Here, for the Xpress, two neighbours and passionate
advocates for differing patrons outline their preferences.

Educator and Harold's Cross community stalwart Eileen
McDermott says there is huge demand for a gaelscoil
here, while a community national school would be a
good alternative.
The largest patron of Irish-medium schools in the country, An
Foras Pátrúnachta (AFP) has applied for the patronage of
our new primary school. The application has been made as
part of AFP’s Gaelscoil4All campaign which aims to ensure
all children in Ireland have the option to attend a gaelscoil.
The AFP proposal is for a co-ed, multi-denominational
gaelscoil. AFP is also offering parents/guardians the choice
of multi-lingual education, where children will learn a subject
through a major european language.

There is a growing demand in Ireland for publicly-managed
primary schools as until now, they have been publicly-funded
but privately-managed. Community National Schools
answers both demands and represents a very exciting and
welcome evolution in Irish education. The Irish Education
system has a long history of excellence in primary education
and the current move to this new multi-denominational
model is ground-breaking as it recognises and celebrates the
identity of all children equally.
ETB schools benefit greatly from a broad range of supports
and services that may not be available to other schools,
which have a direct impact on the children and families
attending these schools, as it allows school leadership to
focus on their primary task of leading teaching and learning.

Also, ETBs provide valuable support within the community as
the school facilities and resources can be available to the
community for extracurricular courses and activities all year
round. (Find out more at www.cdetb.ie)

Local parent and campaigner for a “progressive” school
for Harold’s Cross, Nicole Tyrell would prefer to see
Educate Together as the new patron on the former
greyhound stadium site.
Educate Together provides a unique type of primary school,
one that places the child at its centre. It aims to create a
vibrant, welcoming school community to which every child
feels a real sense of belonging.
Using child-centred teaching and learning methods, Educate
Together National Schools support students’ social, emotional
and academic development and wellbeing.
There's a huge demand in Harold’s Cross for this type of
school, but what is most important for the children of the
village is that
the new school is truly inclusive,
democratically-run, multi-denominational and co-educational.
We need a school with a transparent management structure
that values parental input, one without uniforms, where
teachers are called by their first names - a more progressive,
less formal structure and style, while still following the full
national school curriculum.

To receive updates and support the campaign for an Educate
Together
primary
school,
log
on
to
www.educatetogether.ie/Clonskeagh-Dublin6-Dublin6W-2019

A group of local parents/guardians have also set up a
campaign
group
to
push
for
a
co-educational,
multi-denominational, democratically run, non-fee paying
second level school on the same site to serve the needs of our
community. It is hoped that this school with be opened in
2020.
A large number of our children attend primary schools with a
similar, inclusive ethos. Without a harmonious transition to a
similar second level school in our area, community spirit,
established relationships and consistency in ethos and
learning are destroyed.
No such option currently exists for this community and the
parent/guardian campaign group are seeking to remedy this.
The group will be holding a public meeting - The Educate
Together Secondary School campaign public meeting: 31st
January at 7.30pm in Griffith Barracks primary school hall on
South Circular road to inform interested families about the
campaign. Please see Facebook page: ETH-X 2ND Level
Campaign, website ethx.irish for updates on the meeting date,
or email ethxschool@gmail.com if you would like to ask a
question or lend your support to the campaign.

LET'S PULL TOGETHER FOR A CLEAN SWEEP
AT TIDY TOWNS AWARDS, URGE ORGANISERS

Committee issues new year's challenge to villagers By Emma Curtin
Harold’s Cross is set to makes its mark in the country’s most
popular neighbourhood challenge as dozens of volunteers
kick-started a campaign to become the tidiest village in
Ireland.
Kieran Mullarkey and Sinead O’Kane, leading the village’s
new Tidy Towns committee, say they have made a great
beginning, and are urging more neighbours and businesses
to get involved.
Kieran told the Xpress: “There was an amazing turn out for
the autumn clean up, and a real sense of community and
can-do attitude among all the neighbours. It was a great
start, and what we are now trying to do is build on that,
bringing in more volunteers all the time, for this big challenge
of the New Year.
If everybody in the village pulls together, does a little bit
each, we are really confident we can put Harold’s Cross on
the Tidy Towns map. It will be a real achievement and
something to be proud to have contributed towards. Ask not
what Harold’s Cross can do for you - but what you can do for
Harold's Cross!”
Harold’s Cross has previously won a Pride of Place award in
the city village with a population under 1000 category in
2013.
After around 30 enthusiastic volunteers turned out for the
first official clean-up day of the renewed Tidy Towns
campaign on a fresh, bright Saturday morning in October,
Kieran is confident the Pride of Place achievement can be
replicated at the Tidy Towns contest.

He said: “If you are looking for a New Year challenge or
resolution, one where you get a real sense of satisfaction,
community, meet new friends and neighbours, which involves
some exercise and fresh air, and is right on your doorstep,
then give us a shout and be part of something really positive
in our much-loved village.”
During the October clean-up, a stunning 70 bags of rubbish
and debris from trees was collected by residents and kindly
disposed of by Dublin City Council.
Following on from this very successful first outing, the Tidy
Towns committee are looking to continue on into the New
Year with regular community clean-up days taking place in
the village at the weekends. Sinead and Kieran are looking for
volunteers to take part in the planning and committee
activities as well as helping hands to pitch in on clean-up
days.
If you are interested in joining in on the fun and taking a little
pride in your village in the run up to the landmark 10th
anniversary of the ever popular community festival in May,
please get in touch with Kieran or Sinead. Also keep an eye
out for upcoming community clean-up days in the village.

Contact Kieran Mullarkey at
kmullarkey@flahavans.com and Sinead O’Kane at
sineadokane@gmail.com

RESIDENTS URGE SPEEDY FLOOD WORKS
TO PREVENT IMMINENT “DISASTER”
By Mary Mtabali

Harold's Cross residents are urging authorities to speed up flood prevention works in the
village amid fears another “disaster is waiting to happen”.
As experts predict more deluges as a result of
climate change, a new website has been launched
- as part of a €7 million flood alleviation scheme to keep locals up to date on efforts to ease the
risks of flooding from the River Poddle.

The report highlights that climate change results in higher
precipitation in the autumn season and there would be an
increased frequency of severe storms over the North Atlantic
in the vicinity of Ireland in the future. Flood maps clearly
show the dangers for Harold’s Cross.

Kevin ‘Boxer’ Moran, Minister of State at the Office of Public
Works and Flood Relief (OPW), launched the website that
promises up-to-date information and news on the combined
River Poddle initiative of the OPW, South Dublin County
Council and Dublin City Council.

Construction work

The river, which runs alongside and under the Lower
Kimmage Road, has caused extensive flooding in the past,
resulting in widespread damage to properties and even
claiming a life in Harold’s Cross during the severe flood of
October 2011. Cecilia De Jesus, a Filipino-born hospice
worker, died after flood water engulfed her basement flat on
Parnell Road.
Roisin Ni Chleirigh, a resident on Greenmount Avenue, said
people are worried about another tragedy. “We live in fear
that the river may flood again unexpectedly, so the council
should speed up their plans otherwise this will always be a
disaster waiting to happen each year,” she told the Xpress.
She added: “It’s great that the city council is coming up with
plans to ease the flooding horror. This stretch of the Poddle
has flooded before and impacted on us, it would be
horrendous to lose more lives.”

Overgrowth, Debris and Climate Change
There are fears that the river may flood again, due to heavy
overgrowth that constantly covers the river surface and
banks. “The river surface is always completely overgrown,”
said Ni Chleirigh. “Anything could happen if nothing is done
to clear the river before a storm or the rainy weather arrives.”
Fallen leaves that block the gutters this time of year can also
be a problem.
However, Noonan was quick to add that South Dublin County
Council always carries out intensive maintenance works on
clearing weeds, trees and debris along the full length of the
Poddle river.
The OPW flood risk management report (2015 – 2019), warns
that the “frequency, pattern and severity of flooding are
expected to increase as a result of climate change.”

Niall Noonan, South Dublin County Council communications
manager, says work is currently advancing well on both the
pilot design phase of the flood alleviation project, with
eco-friendly investigations.
“Actual construction work on the project is expected to begin
in late 2019 or early 2020,” said Noonan. “But firstly, a public
consultation process will be conducted and put together.
Then a Part 10 planning application will be submitted to An
Bord Pleanala.”
The scheme which is funded by the OPW has seen Nicholas
O’Dwyer Ltd being appointed as design consultants for the
project. The Poddle flows from its source near the Institute of
Technology Tallaght to the outfall of the River Liffey at
Wellington Quay, crossing the heavily urbanised areas of
Templeogue, Kimmage, Crumlin, Temple Bar and Harold’s
Cross.

Destruction and loss
At the website launch, Minister Moran said: “Flood events
around the country have highlighted the destruction and loss
that flooding can cause to people and their property.
"Since my appointment as Minister of State at the Office of
Public Works and Flood Relief last year, I, along with the staff
in the OPW and local authorities, have been working to
implement effective measures that will address this major
issue. I am sure this scheme will provide peace of mind and a
sense of security to the residents of South Dublin against any
threatened future flood events.”
The new River Poddle Flood Alleviation Scheme website,
which can be found at www.poddlefas.ie, includes key
information on the project, giving details about the project
background, public engagement and the environmental
impact.
The project aims to protect more than 800 homes and
businesses along the River Poddle.

PERFECT STOCKING FILLER
The Mixing Bowl Second Helpings
Support the Hospice this Christmas and enjoy this beautiful
book for the most worthwhile cause...

A fantastic collection of essential recipes, compiled from
the Hospice residents’ personal collections, and featuring
a favourite from Nevin Maguire’s kitchen!

ONLY

€10

To order your copy talk to Ann Murray - 085 141 8888 or visit olh.ie/mixing

Cold Snap

Get into the kitchen and spice up chilly
nights with festive biscuits at this most
wonderful time of year, says Xpress cookery
writer Barbara Ross.

There is a definite nip in the air, everyone has begun to bundle
up in scarves and hats and Harold’s Cross is sparkling with the
comforting glow of fairy lights.
Yes, it is the most wonderful time of year… Christmas.
For most Christmas is a time for family and friends (and
presents). And it should be, but one way to show those people
how much they mean to you is to get into the kitchen.
One of my favourite things to make once the evenings start to
get darker is gingerbread. A warmly spiced treat that is perfect
for the chilly weather. Gingerbread cookies are great as they
are super versatile. I like to make a variety of shapes but this
recipe can also be used to make gingerbread houses for those
with a little bravery.

Gingerbread Cookies
1. In a large bowl using a hand-held mixer cream

Place shapes 1 inch apart on prepared baking

INGREDIENTS

the butter for one minute on medium speed

sheets. Re-roll dough scraps until all the dough

145g unsalted butter, softened
to room temperature

until completely smooth. Add the brown sugar

is shaped. Repeat with remaining disc of dough.

and treacle and beat on medium high speed
until combined and creamy-looking. Scrape

5. Bake cookies for about 9-10 minutes. If your

150g packed light or dark brown
sugar
200g treacle

needed. Next, beat in egg and vanilla on a high

1 large egg, at room temperature
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
437g all-purpose flour

down the sides and bottom of the bowl as
speed for two full minutes. Scrape down the
sides and bottom of the bowl as needed. The
butter may separate but that's ok.
2. In a separate bowl, whisk the flour, baking

1 teaspoon baking soda

soda, salt, ginger, cinnamon, allspice and cloves

1/2 teaspoon salt

together until combined. On a low speed,

1 Tablespoon ground ginger
1 Tablespoon ground cinnamon

cookie cutters are smaller than 4 inches, bake
for about 8 minutes. If your cookie cutters are
larger than 4 inches, bake for about 11 minutes.
6. Allow cookies to cool for 5 minutes on the
baking tray before transferring to a cooling rack
to cool completely. Once completely cool,
decorate as desired.

slowly mix the dry mix into the wet ingredients

Decorating Tip: For easy decoration make a thick

until combined. The dough will be quite thick

royal icing mix with icing sugar and water (or use

and slightly sticky. Divide the dough in half and

lemon juice if your cookies aren’t too spiced for a

1/2 teaspoon allspice

place each onto a large piece of plastic wrap.

lemon kick). Once you are happy with the

1/2 teaspoon ground cloves

Wrap each up tightly and pat down to create a

Icing Sugar; sweets
(for decoration)

disc shape. Chill discs for a minimum of three
hours and for up to three days if possible.

consistency you should be able to draw designs
on your cookies. For gingerbread men, I like to use
to royal icing mix to stick on chocolate buttons for
eyes and buttons.

3. Preheat oven to 180°C. Line 2-3 large baking
sheets with baking paper and set aside.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Cookie cutter(s)
Rolling pin

4. Remove one disc of chilled cookie dough

Make ahead tip: Cookies stay fresh in a sealed

from the fridge. Generously flour a work

container at room temperature for up to a week.

surface, as well as your hands and the rolling

Baked and not decorated, they freeze well for up

pin. Don’t be afraid to continually flour the work

Large baking tray

surface as needed-this dough can be sticky. Roll

Baking paper

out the disc until it’s about a quarter of an inch
thick. Cut into shapes.

to three months. Unbaked cookie dough freezes
well and will last up to three months. Remember if
freezing your dough to thaw it overnight in the
fridge before use.

GROWING with Eileen Nolan

Bloom multi-award winning garden designer Eileen Nolan - head gardener at Our Lady’s
Hospice in Harold’s Cross - tackles the thorny issue of that most seasonal of foliage - holly.
Christmas is not complete without some form of
holly (Ilex aquifolium) present in your home.
The evergreen holly is a native species. It is symbolic with the
season and it naturally came to be associated with the
Christian holiday because of its thorny foliage which is
compared to the crown of thorns. As a group of plants they
display a great variety of form with attractive glossy green
foliage and many variegated varieties with colourful fruit
excelled by few other genera.
Holly is a plant we seldom think of planting in our gardens
and at Christmas there is nothing better than picking your
own holly from the garden and using it for decoration
purposes to make a door wreath, a grave wreath, or even to
simply arrange in a vase or as part of Christmas table
decoration.

The Evergreen Holly

It tolerates many conditions that other plants can’t; it grows
well in most soils, is possible to plant in full sun or shade and
will withstand polluted atmospheres. Holly is very versatile it
can be planted in seaside locations, woodlands and
hedgerows, urban gardens and courtyards, cottage style
gardens formal and informal areas.
It is a slow growing plant that never
really gets out of control, providing
shade, shelter and privacy while also
acting as a natural security barrier for
any property. This plant can be grown
as a pyramid shape or as a standard
plant to give extra height to a low wall
or planted in a decorative stand-alone
pot, using varieties such as Ilex
aquifolium 'Silver Queen' can
The Silver Queen

The foliage acts as a habitat for wildlife and when it comes to
nesting in spring-time, birds like to use holly as it is a good
secure hiding place to create a nest. It is particular favourite
of blackbirds. Fallen leaves provide nesting material as once
fallen take a long time to decompose; their prickly nature
provides a secure place for hedgehogs and other mammals.
The Holly Blue butterfly is easily identified in early spring and
relies on holly as a caterpillar food plant. In spring, this tiny
blue butterfly lays its eggs on the flowers of the holly tree, on
which the caterpillars feed.

make an outstanding plant for all year
around interest (see pic).

Male and female flowers are usually borne on separate plants.
Only the female can bear berries so it is necessary to plant
another holy plant nearby. Both sexes bear small creamy
flowers and the berries can be seen in the autumn - they are
an essential source of food for many berry-eating birds and
thrushes in particular can clear the berries in a speedy
fashion. If there are a lot of berries, it is thought to be a sign
of a harsh winter ahead.
There are many myths associated with holly trees and they
were traditionally known for protection from lightning
strikes, hence they were planted near a house. It is thought to
protect the home from evil spirits and it is also supposed to
be unlucky if you cut down a fully grown holly.

The Holly Blue butterfly

There is wealth of reasons why we should plant a holly this
winter including the fact that at least 28 species are said to
use holly as a food plant, so it is a very valuable resource for
our environment.

LETTERS FROM HAROLD’S CROSS
Almost 170 years ago Nathaniel Joseph Burton wrote a collection of letters about life in Harold’s Cross. It
is a remarkable snapshot of village life at the time. Rustic charm, bountiful orchards and freely roaming
pigs, goats and poultry sets Harold’s Cross apart from “the pomp and circumstance of the beau monde”
encroaching from Rathmines and the city in the 1850s.
It is an ancient village of passionate affairs, unrequited love,
respectable inhabitants both rich and poor, ubiquitous and
sober religious institutions alongside celebrated public
houses. There are more than a few characters and there are
fears of change.
Quite simply, it is “one of the most happy specimens of
suburban simplicity, neatness and tranquility that now exists
in the changing vicinity of so large a metropolis”, wrote
Burton.

In a preface to his collected letters, first published in 1850, he
says: “If the inhabitants of Harold’s Cross, whom I so much
admire and esteem, will accept of this book with all its
imperfections, it will be much less than I owe them; and
should they not consider themselves flattered, they will at
least, I hope, allow themselves to be amused.”
Here, in the first of a new series, the Xpress publishes
excerpts from Burton’s letters (to a likely fictitious Mr
Wagstaff) alongside a reply from the village today. In this
edition, the response is from local historian and barrister
Patrick Gageby.

Harold’s Cross, near Dublin
January 3, 1850
9:45 AM

Dear Mr Wagstaff,
I find myself located by the Providence of God in
this
village,
distinguished
by
its
still
rural-looking Green. You have visited this place
with me when we walked out together; for I
recollect your remarking, that ‘the Green
resembled a large sod in the middle of a cage,
for the larks of Harold’s Cross to hop upon’.
From this retreat I intend to fulfill my promise of
writing to you, and I shall endeavour to amuse
you with such matters as I think may interest
you, without confining myself to any particular
subject; for I have no doubt your own remarks
will furnish me with theme sufficient, should I be
at a loss.
As all human things are in a state of mutation, I
fear for the Green* of this village, lest the rage
for improvement might alter or efface that
which is its peculiar feature. Let improvements
take place, but not to the prejudice of our Green,
which so refreshes the sight of many a city-sick
pedestrian; let our active and efficient
Commissioners clean and dress, without
defacing, this character of our dear village. They
may mend our roads, so as to prevent
inundations, and, provident against future fever
and cholera, rub, scrub and whitewash the old
quaint edifices. But our sweet village green! Our
long cherished village green! Pray let them
spare.
Believe me,
Dear Mr Wagstaff,
Yours faithfully,
N.J.B
*The village green is the modern-day Harold’s
Cross park.

100%

Dear Nathaniel,
You’ll be glad to know that your Letters from Harold’s Cross are being widely read in 2018.
Much has happened since you wrote them. Your house on Mountainview Avenue is gone,
and so are all those lovely little houses as you walked up that lane and turned left. The view
from the backs of those houses onto the orchards and the faraway hills of Dublin is
unfortunately gone, replaced by streets and avenues called Kenilworth, Casimir and such.
On your avenue there is now a large building comprised of what we call ‘apartments’, much
nicer than what you would have known as tenements, and a large yard for motorcars – a
novel type of horseless carriage. More interestingly, at the entrance to your old avenue
there is a ‘gym’, where the current residents resort to for the purpose of exercising their
limbs on machines.
You rather liked the fact that the Green was unkempt – a rather swampy piece of land used
for grazing. Your fears of improvement proved prophetic, as in 1894 the RathminesTown
Commissioners put railings around it, planted it with trees, and built what is called in
modern parlance a ‘water feature’. However, it is a place where all the occupants and
especially their children can enjoy the outdoors since the fields and orchards which
surrounded the Harold’s Cross Road in your day are now gone.
You clearly embraced your adopted religion, so you will be sorry to know that the convent
and orphanage at the bottom of the Green have long gone, and are to be replaced by more
apartments. However, Greenmount House now flourishes as a large Hospice for all.
I wonder was your fear of improvement of the Green a subtle comment on the
Commissioners of the Rathmines Township, quite a crew of property developers, and no
friends of Daniel O’Connell or his ilk to boot!
Many of the old place names have been lost, and even Hen and Chicken Lane is now called
Mount Drummond Avenue. But some things remain the same: a lot of the local yellow-brick
terraces at the bottom of the Green and those stone houses on the Rathmines side are still
there. One of the large orchard fields there was turned into an oval grass arena where
greyhounds competed for a hare, which was powered by electromagneticism. A strange
thing. However, that is now shut and we may get a school in its place. You remember the
interesting house called Peach Mount? Now, there is a builders’ supplier and hardware
store there, called Siopa Linn. You will understand the Irish. Opposite that, 26 and 26½
Harold’s Cross Road, where there was a little dairy and greengrocer, became Harold’s Cross
Hire, and has been empty for years. It is incongruous to see empty buildings in the area,
when we are in the middle of the worst housing crisis the country has ever seen.
The Robert Emmet house too is gone, but there is a plaque there commemorating his
capture.
The maypole opposite Mount Jerome is no longer standing, but a festival is held in the
Green every May. It is a great focus for the community, which now produces its own
newspaper, Harold’s Xpress. You could read all about it in Joe Curtis’s volume Harold’s
Cross, which is now in its fifth edition.
Patrick Gageby

AN BHFUIL GAEILGE AGAT?
Ar chuala tú faoin Pop-up Gaeltacht? Oíche mór craic agus cainte atá ann, oíche mór a
tharlaíonn uair sa mhí i dtithe tábhairne éagsúla.

Thosaigh Peadar Ó Caomhánaigh agus Osgur Ó Ciardha an
oíche speisialta seo i lár na cathrach i mí na Samhna an bhliain
seo chaite agus tá sé ag dul ó neart go neart ó shin.
Ní ghá go mbeadh go leor Gaeilge agat. Má tá spéis agat an
teanga a labhairt nó a chleachtadh - tá fáilte romhat!
Tá muid go léir ag foghlaim.
Nuair a thosnaigh an oíche seo ar dtús, bhíodh sé ar siúl in áit
difriúl gach mí ach anois, beidh sé ar siúl againne i Chrois
Araild gach mí.

Agus, tá an smaoineamh ag scaipeadh ar fud na h-áite. Tá
daoine ag eagrú oícheanta mar seo ar fud na hÉireann agus ar
fud na cruinne. Chuala mé faoi Pop–up ag tárlúint i Sasana, i
Meiriceá agus fiú san Astráil.
Bhí beagáinín faitíos orm an chéad uair a fhreastal mé ar an
ócáid seo i lár na cathrach (féach an pictiúr ag barr) ach ní
raibh gá dom a bheith buartha ar chor ar bith. Bhí gach duine
an-chairdiúil agus bhí atmaisféar an-dheas ann.
Tuigim anois go bhfuil go leor Gaeilge againn ón scoil ach go
bhfuil sí i bhfolach áit éigin i chúl ár gcinn. Tá sí ann agus
tiocfaidh sí amach de réir a chéile. Agus tá seans go gcuidíonn
an cúpla deoch leis an teanga a dhúiseacht chomh maith (!)
Bígí ag faire amach don chéad Pop-up eile i Chrois Araild.
Beidh fógra faoi ag www.facebook.com/Harolds.Cross.Festival
Idir an dá linn, Nollaig Shona daoibh go léir.

GLOSSARY

faitíos
fear, apprehension
i bhfolach hidden
nasc
link

Boranaraltry or Lána Bhaile an Araldaigh

By Fionnuala Rockett

Recently I was in Glencullen in South County Dublin - a
beautiful part of the country. We went down a lane towards
a Bridge which had been destroyed and rebuilt in 1905 and
again in 2011.
But what was the name of this place? I eventually saw a sign
and it is called ‘Boranaraltry’ Good heavens what a name! But
I looked again at the sign and saw that in Irish it was called
Lána Bhaile an Araldaigh. Well, I thought, that makes more
sense – literally the lane of the town or home of Harold – and I
wondered was this the same Harold that Harold’s Cross is
named after. But with spelling changes and the lack of
documentation, it is not easy to establish whether or not there
is a link. It mostly got me thinking that, with a little knowledge
of the Irish language, we can get far more knowledge and
information about a place than with English alone.
A number of years ago I was working in the area close to the
Grand Canal Theatre and there was a road there called ‘Lazer
Lane’. Everybody thought this was such a modern word with
connotations of light but one day I looked closely at the sign
and saw that the Irish part said Lána na Lobhar which is
literally the lane of the lepers. After a little bit of research I
found out that Lazer is an old name for leper. This was not
something that my colleagues were happy to find out but it
does make you think about what a place was before it became
full of modern office blocks.

Closer to home we have Clogher Road with the Irish name
Bóthar Chlochair. The word Clochar means Convent and there
is a Marist Convent nearby but we must be careful not to jump
to conclusions.
There is a place in Tyrone called Clogher and as many other
streets near Clogher Road are named after Catholic Dioceses
such as Kildare, Lismore, Ferns it is more likely that this road is
named after that Diocese in Tyrone. But you would have to
wonder if the place in Tyrone had a Convent which gave rise to
that place name.
We are so fortunate in this country to have our place names
and road signs in two languages – we get so much more
richness not to mention information from being able to piece
together our past.
You do not need to be fluent in Irish, or to know the Tuiseal
Ginideach (!). All you need is a cúpla focal and the knowledge
that there can be several versions of the same name such as
Arald and Araldaigh.

CROSS OFF YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT LIST AT HOME IN HAROLD’S X
Our local businesses support us - Please support them

Unless you're the most organised person on earth and have done your Christmas shopping by Hallowe'en, the sudden
realisation that we are only a few weeks from Christmas Day can induce a feeling of panic. Dashing into the city centre
to do your last minute Christmas shopping isn’t always a very merry experience. With expensive parking and big
crowds, it can be difficult to check off that list as you scramble to find the perfect presents for your loved ones.
Luckily Harold’s Cross village is home to many independent businesses and shops that offer an easy way to find local gifts - particularly
if you think outside of the box. Whether you’re looking for a new outfit for New Year's or want to treat your significant other to a
pampering session, our local businesses in Harold’s Cross have got you covered.

RESIDENTS “WORRIED SICK” THEY
WILL HAVE TO LEAVE VILLAGE OVER
BUS MOTORWAY THREAT
By Xpress Reporter

Hundreds of residents at a packed meeting have voiced anger, betrayal and fear over plans
to build a bus corridor through the Lower Kimmage Road.
The National Transport Authority’s BusConnects proposals
threaten untold upheaval for families along the road, who
fear the consequences for public health, the environment,
quality of life and mobility, the gathering at a local hall
heard.
The State agency’s refusal to answer questions about
people’s homes has forced neighbours to launch a freedom
of information campaign. “There is a profound feeling of
shock throughout the community at the brutal nature of
these proposals,” Andrina Wafer, spokeswoman for Lokra,
the Lower Kimmage Road residents association, later told
the Xpress. “People are genuinely wondering how an historic,
narrow, winding residential street, linking the river and parks
that make up the ‘green lung’ of Harold’s Cross village, was
selected as being suitable for a bus corridor. “Many questions
around political accountability were raised at the meeting.
People are feeling angry, betrayed and frightened. “Many
families are worried sick they will have to uproot their lives
and move from the area if the corridor is allowed to proceed
as planned.”
A speaker from the Chartered Institute of Surveyors advised
the meeting on the imminent Compulsory Purchase Order
(CPO) process, which residents have vowed to battle. A
conservation expert also outlined the threatened
contravention of protections to the residential conservation
area. Frustration was also expressed at the NTA’s “divide and
conquer” strategy during the so-called public consultation
phase. BusConnects' one-to-one information meetings led to
different messages being given to residents and to local
representatives, leading to considerable confusion, the
meeting heard.
Residents rejected as wholly inadequate the Community
Fora proposed by the NTA for the forthcoming consultations.
The proposals allow for one representative from locally
affected groups to attend information meetings which was
widely interpreted as means of reducing contact with
affected communities. Anger was also voiced at the lack of
communication from the NTA. Many requests for information
sent by local representatives on behalf of residents have
been ignored or deflected. Any replies that were received
“lacked any detail or substance”.

The lack of genuine engagement from the NTA has forced
residents to use Freedom of Information laws to seek
answers, said Ms Wafer. More than 40 FOI requests have
been lodged over the past two weeks with the NTA, Dublin
City Council and the Department of Transport, as residents
attempt to understand how, and why, their road has been
targeted for a bus corridor.
The meeting was told that the NTA’s own Transport Strategy
for the Greater Dublin Area 2016 – 2035, published in 2016,
planned to expand services along the existing Harold’s Cross
Road bus corridor to Terenure, Rathfarnham and Tallaght
with no reference at all to using the Lower Kimmage Road.
Local TD Kate O’Connell outlined by letter to the meeting
that she believes the NTA have “not taken the human impact
of these proposals” into account and have “simply looked at
potential changes from a cold, technical perspective”. She
has urged the NTA to consider all other options available to
them, including focusing more on Harold’s Cross Road “given
its width and existing bus corridors”.
Senator Kevin Humphreys advised the meeting that best
outcomes for the community would only be achieved if
residents “united in their efforts”. He acknowledged the
widespread concern among area representatives that while
the proposals were unsuitable for this area, zoned as an
architectural heritage area, that ultimately the Minister for
Transport Shane Ross and Cabinet would approve the plans
before the NTA could progress to An Bord Pleanala.
There was anger at the exclusion of democratic processes for
local area planning. The meeting concluded that the NTA
were not acknowledging the depth and severity of distress
that their proposals were causing. Agreeing that the issues
were not just about the destruction of individual homes
through the impact on gardens, but also about the erosion of
the quality of life of the whole community and
neighbourhood through the removal of green space,
playgrounds, public parks and the establishment of
high-volume high-frequency traffic corridors, implacable
opposition remains to both the plan proposed ‘F’ Spine and
Corridor 11.
Residents at the meeting vowed a united approach in their
efforts to highlight the destructive community impacts of the
proposed bus corridor plan for the Lower Kimmage Road.

DECLAN STRIKES GOLD
Local runner Declan O’Meara of Westfield Road recently conquered the mud,
the wind and a talent-studded field to claim victory in the Dublin Under 15’s
Cross Country Championships. Next up Declan, a member of Brothers Pearse
Athletic Club, will represent Dublin in the National Championships in Navan.

MY HAROLD’S CROSS

CHRISTMAS
Manus Boyle Tobin, from Lower Kimmage Road in
Harold’s Cross, was this year named the Hennessy
New Irish Writer of the Year.
Over the course of a single sentence his remarkable short story,
The Drizzle on the Windscreen, tells the tale of a homeless
Dublin taxi driver who sleeps in his car at the end of his shift.
The 32-year-old UCD graduate was also awarded the Emerging
Fiction prize for the same story at the 47th annual Hennessy
Literary Awards.
Here, for the Xpress, he talks to Aideen McLoughlin about
growing up in Harold’s Cross and the daunting prospect of
having to leave it for another country.

Have you always lived in Harold's Cross?
My family have been in this house on Lower Kimmage Road for
30 years. We moved here when I was two and my sister Aideen
was seven. I suppose I'm one of the veterans of Harold's Cross at
this stage. My fiancée, Aiste, and I are living with my parents here
at the moment as we save to buy a house. I'm a bit spoiled living
at home. It's so close to town, it's great having everything on
your doorstep, but we do need to move out soon. We would love
to stay in Dublin, but it's too expensive. We've looked at places
outside Dublin, but we will probably move to Lithuania instead.
Aiste is from there.

What are your memories of growing up in Harold's Cross?
My favourite memories are of hanging out with the kids from
Westfield Road. We used to climb over garden walls from house
to house and play football on the street. We used to hang out
with the O'Reillys, Kellys, Bredins, Levelles and the O'Briains.
The Classic Cinema was a great hangout spot, it was the best
thing to do in Harold's Cross. I was too young for the Rocky
Horror Picture Show but I remember the goths well, all made up
in their black clothes, make-up and Doc Martens. We knew
Paddy who worked at the Classic, he would do a deal for us. He
would fill up the bags of sweets and charge us next to nothing
for them. He also worked as a promoter for gigs in town, he was
an early promoter of Danny O'Reilly's band before they became
the Coronas.
I loved the field across from our house (beside Mount Argus).
There was nothing in it and it was always overgrown. It looked
wild and mysterious. You knew that there were foxes living there,
and I once saw a hawk flying out of the trees. It feels like the
birdsong has lessened since the apartments went up.
I remember lots of characters in the village too. There was a man
we nicknamed Winegums - I really don't know why we called him
that - and the ‘pregnant man’ as well. He stood around the place
a lot. There are still some characters about.

What are your memories of Christmas in Harold’s Cross?
I remember Santa coming to our house. I recall lying awake
on Christmas Eve waiting for him to come. We left out milk
and carrots for Santa and the reindeers. He brought us good
presents in fairness. The odd time I got an orange in my
stocking but we did well generally with presents.
Most of our Christmases were spent up in Co. Derry where
my Mum is from. She’s from Castledawson. It’s beautiful up
there, there are lovely hidden areas and nice woods to go for
walks in. I remember the border crossings well as a child, we
were always quite nervous approaching the soldiers with
guns, and my parents would warn my sister and I not to let
them hear our Dublin accents going through other parts of
the North. My Dad comes from inner city Dublin. He was born
on Buckingham Street, but grew up in Ballyfermot. He left
school aged 13 and started working. My parents met in
Dublin. My Mum came here to study in Trinity.

Congratulation on your recent Hennessy New Irish
Writer of the Year Award, you must have been delighted
with that achievement?
It was lovely reward for a lot of hard work. I spent a couple of
years trying to write full time, but I’ve stopped that for a while
to concentrate on getting other income. I would love to write
full time, but hopefully I’ll be able to find work where I can
write as well. My fiancée and I would love to stay in Dublin but
it’s hard to be able to afford a place here. In Lithuania, we
could have a really lovely apartment for 300 euro a month.
My partner really wants us to buy a place. She works in youth
development and travels all over Europe organising
workshops and giving talks. She would love to set up her own
centre and that’s a much greater possibility in Lithuania than
it is here. It’s a daunting prospect for me moving to Lithuania.
I find it a bit of a culture shock going there. Vilnius is quite
European, young and hip, but when you travel into the
country-side it is like going back in time. The little old villages
and forests are lovely, but the mindset and culture is
probably quite similar to Ireland in the 1950s. The country
only gained its freedom in 1991. The place was destroyed by
communism for a long time, there is a hangover from that. In
Ireland we have our issues, but there's a lightness here that
we take for granted.

What are your plans for this Christmas?

First Fiction winner Aaron Finnegan, Emerging Poetry winner Louise
G Cole, Hall of Fame inductee Bernard MacLaverty and Emerging
Fiction winner and Hennessy New Irish Writer of the Year Manus Boyle
Tobin at the 47th Annual Hennessy Literary Awards. Pic: Brian McEvoy

We’re going to be in Dublin this Christmas. Aiste’s Lithuanian
friend is coming over from London and we’re going to be her
family for the festive season. My Mum and Dad and my sister
and her family will also be there. It will be lovely, we're
looking forward to it.

Have you noticed many changes locally over the years?
Absolutely. It feels like there's a lot of young families living
here now and there's an energy about the place. When I was
younger a café might appear, but disappear soon after. Now
the cafes are surviving. Harold’s Cross always felt like a
village where people just passed through, it felt like a place
between other places, that there wasn't much going on. But
in the last couple of years things really feel like they're
beginning to happen. It would be lovely to see some of the
growth in Rathmines spill over to Harold’s Cross and I think it
will. Harold’s Cross has a community feel now. The café in the
park really adds to that. It’s lovely to see families meeting
there. I would love to see a library locally and it would be
great if the green spaces were maintained - it feels like we’ve
lost a lot of those. It would be a pity to see the gardens go on
Lower Kimmage Road as well for the sake of a bus corridor. It
would be terrible for the neighbourhood. Hopefully that
won't go ahead, I can’t see it happening.

Manus Boyle Tobin growing up in Harold’s Cross

Manus Boyle Tobin was named as this year’s Hennessy
New Irish Writer of the Year, picture with fiancé Aiste Slajute.
Pic: Brian McEvoy

Hennessy Literary Awards 2018

the New Irish Writer of the Year's winning story
The Drizzle on the Windscreen
by Manus Boyle Tobin

The taxi driver has nowhere to return to when he finishes his shift
and tonight as he drives his passengers from A to B his mind
drifts back to his old bedroom, where he would pull the blinds
and fall asleep with the telly on low, and wake late and bring his
breakfast back to bed where the telly would still be on, so that
when he sits at a set of traffic lights, not noticing that the lights
have changed and the passengers or passenger in the backseat
or next to him in the front says you’ve got a green light, he just
takes off again, slowly, saying nothing, unhurried, the passengers,
sometimes a couple going home after a meal or a show, look at
each other and shrug their shoulders, or two friends coming from
a party turn their heads from their gaze out the windows; the
blue-black sky, the homeless in the doorways, the lorries
collecting shipments from Europe, and like the couple, shrug
their shoulders, some fall asleep or daydream themselves after a
late shift or a first date with a pretty girl or a handsome guy, and
look out across the Liffey or at another car sitting next to the taxi
and they themselves don’t notice that the lights have changed,
and the taxi remains sitting there, with no other car behind it, the
passenger replaying the scene of their date, the jokes about first
dates, the ones about the disasters of internet dating, their plans
of travelling, of pursuing their dreams, of improving everything
about their lives, and neither the driver nor the passenger notices
the lights going from green to red to green again, or the drunk
girl stumbling off the footpath in front of them, peering in the
windscreen at the two absent-minded inhabitants of the
immobile taxi with its light still on, imagining that maybe they’re
stoned, that it must be a taxi offering extras; a place to get high,
and laughing to herself as she reaches the footpath on the other
side, squinting at the screen on her phone, made more
incomprehensible by the drizzle collecting on the glass, and the
driver all the while is seeing his bedroom so vividly, almost like
he’s there, like the city landscape has assumed the features and
the shape of it; the wallpaper plastered on the buildings, the
carpet laid out on the road before him, the blinds pulled down on
the sunlight and the drizzle on the windscreen that is in fact
running down his bedroom window and perhaps that’s why he
doesn’t use his wipers now, adding to the stillness of the car
sitting at the changing lights in the drizzle, until the passenger
remembers where he is, on the quays, in the back of a taxi, that
isn’t moving, hasn’t been moving, as the sky is becoming less
black and more of a dim blue, outside a newsagent where milk
and newspapers have been left in front of the closed shutters, the
driver must be asleep, but no, the passenger can see that his eyes
are open in the rearview mirror, that he looks like a statue, like a
Buddha with half shut eyes, looking down at the dash or the
steering wheel, what is it, is this guy alright, these strange people
who work nights, sorry, driver, the lights are green, I nearly dozed
off there myself, he says, and upon snapping out of whatever it
was, the passenger sees the driver’s eyes barely lift from the dash
to the road, he can barely feel the car take off again from where
it had been sitting, but it is moving, just about because they’re
approaching Capel Street bridge now, the driver hasn’t said
anything, and they’re beside where the passenger works, where
he will be working in the evening when the building comes to life
with cleaners and deliveries and kitchen staff and service staff
and then customers, and he doesn’t know now if he will
remember this taxi ride, he might be reminded as he arrives this
way to work because he came by here in the slow moving taxi,

it might be a blurry memory, that there was something about the
taxi ride; that it was slow and almost dreamlike, because that’s
what’s happened to him; he’s subject to the driver’s dreamlike
state, and he wonders is it safe, this driver, what, if anything, will
happen next, should he get out here and hail another taxi, but the
streets are so empty apart from some street cleaners, a lorry or
two and seagulls picking at rubbish strewn across the footpaths
and wet tarmac that leap to the side of the road as the taxi
advances in their direction, at least the streets are mostly empty
and it is probably safe to remain in the taxi, for that reason, and
at least they’re moving and almost at the Custom House now,
maybe it’s not such a bad thing, the taxi driver being in no rush,
maybe he can relax and let his mind wander again, at least there
is peace to do so, he’s in no rush that’s for sure, how long has he
been working, has he worked so long that he’s entered this
trance, unaware of anything; barely just the steering wheel in his
sleepy hands, the pedals at his feet, the windscreen where his
eyes appear to have gotten lost upon looking through it, through
the drizzle, and the occasional brake lights of other cars, the
driver is resigned to sleeping in this same seat, perhaps that’s
why his foot is so soft on the accelerator; he has already arrived
at his destination, he’s just barely keeping the taxi headed in the
direction of the passenger’s house, if it suits him he might sleep
on the street where this passenger lives, if he can park there and
recline his seat, or he might sit there not sleeping until someone
knocks on the window and says city centre please, and with that
he’ll be removed from his old bedroom, like he was a boy again
and it was his mother knocking on his bedroom door calling him
to dinner, or his ex-wife, but it’s his next fare, bent over, peering
in, knocking on the glass with his knuckles, opening the door and
sitting in next to the driver, giving him a lengthy look, city centre
please, I take it you’re on, your light was on anyway, hope I’m not
disturbing you, and the driver, just like before, sets the car in
motion, slowly softly so the passenger never feels the car moving
till he notices they’re at the end of his road, and the taxi driver’s
eyes through the windscreen, the passenger settling then to
partake in the driver’s silent vigil, but unable not to feel a little like
an intruder in the hushed space he’s just found himself in, having
broken some spell with his knocking on the window and his
words, but he’s in now and they’re moving, and the driver takes
this one back along the quays as far as the Custom House where
he turns and crosses the bridge to Pearse Street, to College
Green, and the whole time the passenger gets a sense of
something from this peculiar drive, like the car is driving itself,
like the wheel is turning and though the driver’s hands are on it,
it’s as if his hands are catching up with each turn of the wheel,
rather than the hands doing the steering, and upon arriving at his
workplace, an office near Christchurch,

he seems a little astounded, a little over grateful for what was just
a taxi ride, though he can’t be sure, and after parting with a
generous tip and getting out, he sees that the taxi doesn’t move
away immediately, then at all, but just sits on the side of the road,
blocking a cycle lane, as the drizzle subsides and the drying
begins on the tarmac, till his next fare arrives, at which point the
last passenger had already entered his workplace about ten
minutes before but had come to a window on the second floor
soon after to look again at the taxi still there, but now the next
fare has arrived and the taxi is moving once more, and somehow
he picks up regular fares, without ever looking for one, without
even leaving the spot where the last passenger got out, because
each time one does he allows his mind to really wander deep and
settle in that old bedroom; the pillows, the soft lamp, the telly
and the music of the night hours playing over in his head, so that
he isn’t sure if his eyes are open or closed anymore, until the next
knock on his window, and each time the passenger or passengers
sense something, something unspoken, something about the
motion of the car, something that tells them the driver is
dreaming, or sleep driving, or that something about the situation
triggers the backs of their brains to recall dreams that were just
like this journey through town in such a slow moving taxi, or a
blind taxi-driver, because that’s what occurs to some seeing his
eyes in the rearview mirror, that his eyes almost reflect the road,
that his eyes are too distant, that if they weren’t driving in the city
centre and his eyes weren’t obstructed by traffic and buildings,
the driver’s eyes might be fixed on a point out at sea, and then
even when there is an almighty glare from the road, he just
appears to look right through it, and then there is the lightness of
his foot on the accelerator and something else about the motion
of the entire car that makes some passengers feel as though
there is a force that wants them to sleep, to forget about their
business, their meetings, and sleep softly, there in the backseat,
to surrender to this dream experience or fight it as some insist on
doing, but silently, because after the first few words upon getting
into the taxi, silence persists, that bit they can’t fight, because
each one feels the same, that they’ve entered this driver’s space,
and if he isn’t talking then neither will they, and some are more at
ease than others, and while other drivers spend their days and
nights sitting at ranks along Dame Street and O’Connell Street,
waiting, wide awake, reading papers, talking on their phones,
drinking flasks of coffee and cans of energy drinks,

he just drifts by, always occupied, always with his light on,
becoming more and more a passenger himself in one of those
dreams, the ones in which you must perform some absolutely
crucial task, a task requiring an act of strength, of muscle power,
or to drive a car to safety, to keep it from veering off the road, but
your muscles have abandoned you and the car feels like it’s
driving itself and how can you trust it, and that’s what is
happening and that’s what his passengers sense, and then he
decides he better call it a night, once he’s dropped this last fare
off, this young couple who are too busy kissing anyway to notice
anything strange, in fact they seem much less inhibited than one
would expect, maybe it’s the driver’s indifference and his eyes
like the eyes of a blind man, because he’s in his bedroom now,
and unbeknownst to this young couple, so are they, once he
drops them off that is, in Chapelizod, he’s decided he’ll turn into
the park and pull over beside the zoo, and recline his seat there,
with his window open an inch, letting the cool air in from the
trees and the grass where the tagged deer are sleeping, so that
it will be on his head and on his brow and his neck, so that he’ll
hear the sounds coming from the zoo; sounds of the jungle, of
the African plains, of the rainforest, from the enclosure in the
otherwise silent park, he’ll drift off there, he’ll finally let his mind
rest, having got his duvet from the boot of the car, he’ll be in his
bedroom then, and he’ll fall asleep with his hand on the
handbrake, and it will remain there, if he makes it that far that is,
to Chapelizod and then the park, he can almost hear the animals
now, how long has it been, that he’s been driving, how long has it
been since he slept in that old bedroom, since he shut his eyes,
would they notice if he shut them now?

CHRISTMAS SERVICES AT CHURCHES
OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY

GROSVENOR ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH

Christmas Vigil Mass will be at 9pm on Monday December

Carols by Candlelight with the Grosvenor Choir, for all to

24th. Mass times on Christmas Day will be at 9am,

listen to and take part in, with seasonal Bible readings and a

10.30am and 12pm.

short talk on the real Christmas, followed by refreshments,
are on Sunday, December 16th and December 23rd at 7pm.

MOUNT ARGUS
Sunday 23rd 7.00pm

Youth Group Christmas Event

Monday 24th

First Mass of Christmas

6.15pm

Christmas Day celebration is on December 25th at 10:30am.

8.30pm

Christmas Carols and Blessing of
the Crib

9.00pm

Mass of the Nativity

Congregational Christmas service on December 23rd at

Dawn Mass

11.30am; and Christmas morning worship on December

Family Mass

25th at 9.30am.

Tuesday 25th 8.00am
11am

RATHGAR METHODIST CHURCH
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BEING CHET BAKER
By Brian Hutton

AR
LOCAL ST

Having landed the role of Chet Baker in a film about
the legendary jazz trumpeter’s last days, Steve Wall
freaked out. “I really got scared,” he says. “I
thought: ‘Oh shit, what have I got myself into here.
Am I actually capable of doing this? Of playing a
lead role?’ All that self-doubt. That voice in your
head saying ‘what are you doing, you idiot?’ That’s
what you battle with.”
A battle in his head may have been no
bad thing to bring to his first leading
performance on the big screen.
Notoriously-troubled Baker was found
dead on the street outside the Hotel
Prins Hendrik in Amsterdam in the early
hours of May 13, 2008. He had
apparently fallen from a second floor
window. Heroin and cocaine were found
in his body and his room.
My Foolish Heart recounts the wretched end to a fallen
talent, as detective Lucas attempts to piece together the
events leading to his death by trawling the city’s
underground jazz clubs. Wall, appearing as Baker in a stream
of flashbacks in the neo-noir drama, saw off A-list
competition from Jim Carrey, Val Kilmer and Willem Dafoe
for the part, Dutch director Rolf van Eijk only recently
revealed to him.
“When he saw my tape, he said he knew straight away that I
was the one, but he had to fight for me in the role, because
the producers wanted a big name actor in order to sell the
film,” he says. “I’m grateful to him for sticking his neck out for
me.”
Asked to send in an audition tape of himself in June 2016,
after a chance meeting between the film’s casting agent and
his own agent at a film festival in Kilkenny, the first thing Wall
did was lie. “They asked me could I send it within a couple
days and I told them I was on holidays. I wasn’t on holidays
but I needed to buy a little time.”
Over the following week, he spent every waking
moment devouring every book, documentary,
interview and performance of Baker that he
could get his hands on. “I knew the music but I
wanted to hear his speaking voice and his
mannerisms.”
The director asked him to get on a flight to
Amsterdam. Days of improvisations followed.
By October he was confirmed for the lead, with
filming to start the next month.

Steve Wall as Chet Baker in full prosthetic make-up

“We were in America doing gigs (with his band
The Stunning), driving around in a van from
city to city, and I was studying the script. I
knew I had some lengthy scenes to learn, and I
just wanted to know it all. It was a bit panicky.”

Brothers Steve and Joe Wall

Wall has come to acting recently - his first role in the
television comedy series Moone Boy in 2012 - and he is
conscious of not having the list of credits most actors his age
would have. He has dabbled in different methods, he says,
but remains self-taught.
Anyone passing him walking his dog at home in Harold’s
Cross in late 2016 would have seen him, with headphones on,
listening constantly to audio recordings of Baker. “I was just
listening to his voice all the time.” When filming started, he
was painstakingly aged with prosthetic make-up (the
ravaged Baker looked much older than his 58 years, before
this death). The crew were on orders to only call him “Chet”.
The makeover, the different country, the strange people
around him, all conspired to “flick the switch”. “I felt like I
wasn’t me anymore,” he says. “In Ireland, people would know
me from The Stunning, crew members would come up and
say ‘I saw you at Feile’ or ‘I was at one of your gigs recently’.

The Stunning

A Baker fan, tears streaming down his face, came up to him
after another screening. “He went to shake my hand and the
minute I took his, he was overcome. I didn’t know what to do,
and I said ‘you must really have loved Chet’.
“He could only nod his head. He had never met his hero and I
was like a link to the real Chet Baker for him somehow.”
There have been other interesting run-ins. Among them
Kenneth Lonergan, co-writer of Gangs of New York and
director of Manchester by the Sea. The pair ended up having
dinner together in Geneva last month.
Wall is taking nothing for granted. He hopes this could be a
game-changing break for him. Equally, he says: “That could
be it.”

“Being in another country, where nobody knew me, I had no
history, a lot of the crew didn’t even know where I was from,
I didn’t even look like me, and I found that really helpful. “To
them and to me, I was a different person. I was Chet Baker.”
It wasn’t just Wall who was convinced. During a string of
recent premieres at film festivals over recent weeks in
Utrecht, Amsterdam and Geneva, he was approached by jazz
drummer John Engles, who played with Baker as well as Stan
Getz and Dizzy Gillespie.
“He was quite emotional,” says Wall. “It brought him straight
back to the late 1980s and being with Chet Baker. It was a real
honour to meet him. He said my portrayal was great, he
couldn’t fault it, that I looked like, felt like and sounded like
Chet. “It was really heart-warming to hear that from someone
who was quite close to him.”

Pics above and left: Director Rolf van Eijk Steve Wall on set

But he knows now he can “deliver the goods”. “When I saw the
movie, it was probably the first time I saw myself doing
something where I didn’t think I could have done it any better,”
he says.
“If I was to do it again, I don’t think I would do it any different.
I know I have achieved something. I managed to get into the
zone, to do good work. I feel I can do it again.
“The element of doubt has been put to bed.”
My Foolish Heart is planned for limited release in Ireland in the
new year.

Word Search

Find the 25 festive words in the
wordsearch below and a bonus word
relating to where you live...
Help Alana and Zoe get to
their presents by guiding
them through the maze

Start

Christmas Crackers
Courtesy of Darcy and Izzy Folan

Angels
Blitzen
Carolers
Comet
Cupid

Ornaments
Holly
Lights
Manger
Mistletoe

Dancer
Dasher
Donner
Frosty
Prancer

Presents
Rudolph
Tree
Vixen
Wreath

Snow
Star
Stockings
Tinsel
Toys

Spot the difference

Find the 12 differences in these 2 Christmas scenes

Merry

Christmas

Merry

Christmas

What is a lion's favorite Christmas carol?
Jungle Bells.
What do you call an obnoxious reindeer?
RUDEolph
Knock knock!
Who’s there?
Europe!
Europe who?
No...you’re a poo!

Knock Knock!
Who's there?
Snow!
Snow who?
Snow laughing matter.

Why should you not marry a tennis player?
Because love means nothing to them.
What is invisible and smells like milk and
cookies?
Santa’s burps.
What do you call an outlaw who steals gift
wrapping from the rich to give to the poor?
Ribbon Hood.
Christmas: The time when everyone gets
Santamental.
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